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Welcome to Burlington County Foot and Ankle
Associates, Inc.! The mission of our practice is to
provide that hometown-country doc customer
A S S O C I AT E S , I N C
service in a modern, high tech medical world.
Join us so we can keep you walking.

Dr. John DePalma, D.P.M.
Dr. DePalma has been part of
Burlington County Foot and Ankle
Associates, Inc. for more than 20
years. He is committed to providing
top-notch care to his patients and
makes house calls on Fridays for his
patients who are homebound.
Dr. DePalma’s desire to become a doctor began
in the 7th grade when he read a book about
yellow fever and the Panama Canal that sparked
his interest in medicine. He was first introduced
to podiatry in high school while running cross
country track. Some of his teammates had shin
splints and heel pain from running and had seen
a podiatrist who had instructed them to have a
teammate learn a taping technique and apply
it before every practice. Dr. DePalma excelled
at taping and this ignited his passion to study
sports medicine and podiatry.

Get to Know Dr. DePalma
Favorite Book: The Slight Edge by Jeff Olson
(non-fiction). For fiction, I will read anything by
Greg Iles.
Favorite Sport to watch: Football
Favorite Sport to Play: Soccer
Favorite Sport I Miss: Running
Favorite Restaurant: Any of the local greats
like Rustic Grille, Rivera Pizza, Shamong Diner,
Femmina, Tarantella’s. My all-time favorite for
both my wife and I is Graziano’s Restaurant in
Chesilhurst, NJ.
What is the most enjoyable part of your job?
Being able to help someone walk out of the
office with no pain.
What are some small things that make your
day better?
Great conversations about all types of topics.
How do you relax after a long day at work?
I watch a movie – usually one I’ve seen a
hundred times. This way, if I fall asleep, I won’t
be missing anything.
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Keep Diabetes
from Destroying
Your Feet
November is the month of thankfulness, but it’s also a month of awareness.
In Diabetes Awareness Month, we pay a little extra attention to the effects
of this condition on the body—especially the feet. We say “a little extra”
because diabetes doesn’t wait for a special month to become a serious
factor in someone’s life. Awareness is a 365-day-a-year battle!

What Makes Diabetes So Bad for the Feet?
Our feet have a heavy reliance on circulation and sensation in order to
perform their jobs well. Unfortunately, diabetes can throw a wrench in both
of these things.
As the condition causes damage within our circulatory system, the ability of
nerves in our feet to receive the oxygen and nourishment they need from
the blood is reduced. The nerves themselves can become damaged over
time, ultimately leading to numbness in the feet.
In this state, not only can an injury to the foot go unnoticed, but circulation
can be poor as to not provide the cells enough of the tools they need to
heal. Even a small cut can grow worse as it continues to be walked on,
eventually turning into an ulcer and becoming infected. From there, the
dangers can and do become life-threatening!

Keep an Eye on Your Feet
If you have diabetes, a daily foot inspection is crucial to your health. Look
and feel along your feet for any signs of injury, discoloration—anything out
of the ordinary. If you do find something
that doesn’t clear up in a couple days or
so, give us a call right away!
Do not be afraid to employ the help of a
loved one if you can’t access the whole
of your foot. Tools such as mirrors and
selfie sticks can also be useful. We can
help you figure out a plan that is best
and most convenient for you.
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Dealing with Dry,
Cracked Feet
Dry feet are a common problem. About 1 in 5 people is believed to have dry feet from time to time.
Part of this is just due to our anatomy. Our feet contain a lot of sweat glands, but not many sebaceous (oil) glands.
That means our feet can lose a lot of moisture and not have much in the way of sealing it in.
Dry feet can be a nuisance, but they can also be painful. Cracks that develop in dry skin can not only hurt to walk
on, but increase the chances of infection as well. Taking care of dryness and cracks can help prevent this escalation
from happening.
Here are a few easy tips for taking care of dryness:
•

Find a good heel balm. A useful balm will moisturize healthy skin while exfoliating dead skin. Ingredients
such as urea, saccharide isomerate, alpha-hydroxy acids, and salicylic acid might sound intimidating, but they
are the ones you’ll want to look for.
Some minor stinging or irritation may be normal in a balm, especially if you have cracks. Stop use immediately
if it continues to bother you or is causing a severe reaction.

•

Apply liquid bandage to cracks. Usually coming in a spray, a liquid bandage can seal cracked heals
throughout the day, helping to prevent against further cracking and exposure.

•

Go to bed in moisture. When you have a good heel balm or lotion, apply it to your feet at night, then pull
an old pair of cotton socks over top. This will allow your feet to remain moisturized without making a mess of
your sheets. Petroleum jelly might also be an effective option to use.

If dry feet and cracks are a persistent problem, more advanced treatments may be
necessary. Talk with us; we can help!

Got Heel Pain?

We Wrote the eBook On It
We are proud to announce Dr. DePalma has expanded his talents to
include “author.” While his ebook Is Heel Pain Slowing You Down?
A Guide To Understanding Its Causes And Treatments is not topping
any bestseller lists yet, it will become your personal favorite if you
or a loved one suffers from heel pain. The most important thing to
remember about heel pain is that it is not normal, and you don’t
have to suffer! Go to our newly-designed website to request a
copy for immediate download at www.keepuwalking.com.
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Is Gratitude
Good for You?
Thanksgiving is considered a time to count your
blessings, but it’s not always easy to find time if you’re
the one who’s preparing the day!
Aside from that, though, an “attitude of gratitude” is
often touted as something that can have long-term
benefits to your spirit. But can it also have positive
effects on your health?
Studies on the topic tend to be somewhat mixed, but
some of the benefits that have been touted in them
have included:
• Better Sleep. Researchers at the University of
Manchester in England found subjects who felt
more grateful reported falling asleep faster and
having an improved quality of sleep. Taking a
few moments before bed to jot down a few
items of gratitude could be effective.
• Improved Workout Commitment. At the
University of California-Davis, study participants
reported more motivation to stick to a gym
schedule as part of gratitude.
• Fewer Pains? A 2003 study in the Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology had college
students maintain an online “gratitude journal”
for 10 weeks (one entry per week). They
reported fewer problems such as headaches,
sore muscles, or nausea.

Cauliﬂower
Stufﬁng
Looking for a classic-style Thanksgiving side dish that
doesn’t involve so much bread? Try this cauliﬂower
stuffing recipe!
Ingredients
• 4 tbsp. butter
• 1 onion, chopped
• 2 large carrots, peeled and chopped
• 2 celery stalks, chopped
• 1 small head cauliﬂower, chopped
• 1 cup mushrooms, chopped
• Kosher salt
• Freshly ground black pepper
• ¼ cup chopped fresh parsley
• 2 tbsp. chopped fresh rosemary
• 1 tbsp. chopped fresh sage (may substitute 1
tsp. ground sage)
• ½ cup vegetable or chicken broth
Preparation

Other studies have not confirmed these
types of effects, but there is no harm in
giving them a try. Keep a journal of items
you are thankful for over a few weeks, and
monitor whether you feel any effects from it.
We’d love to hear your results!

• Melt butter in a large skillet over medium heat.
• Add onion, carrot, and celery. Sauté until soft,
usually 7-8 minutes.
• Add cauliﬂower and mushrooms. Season with
salt and pepper. Cook until tender, about 8-10
additional minutes.
• Add parsley, rosemary, and sage and combine.
Pour over vegetable broth and cover with lid.
Keep for about 15 minutes until totally tender
and liquid is absorbed.
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How is your
foundation?

Ask about
custom Orthotics…

No part of this newsletter may be used or reproduced in any manner whatsoever without written permission of the author. No expressed or implied guarantees have been made
or are made by the author or publisher. Individual results may vary. Neither author nor publisher accepts any liability or responsibility to any person with respect to any loss or
damage alleged to have been caused by the information in this newsletter. Always seek professional medical advice.

When is the Time to Treat
Fungal Nails? Now!
Fall is in full swing and odds are pretty good you’re not wearing open-toed shoes
as often as you had during the summer. (Or maybe you are—we won’t judge.)
With your feet a bit more concealed from the world, you might be thinking less about a fungal nail infection that
has taken up residence. Out of sight, out of mind, right?
Wrong! Do not put off until next season what you could be treating today. If you want clearer nails by the time next
summer rolls around, the time to start your treatment is now.
Even when a fungal nail treatment kills all of the stubborn fungus within a nail, it doesn’t magically clear up the
damage that was caused. The thick, brittle, discolored nail is going to remain until it is pushed out by new, healthy
nail tissue.
How quickly do toenails grow, though? About 1.6mm per month, on average. That’s about a 16th of an inch!
While in some cases, there can be nail restoration treatments that can hide a damaged nail beneath a well-made replica,
the simplest route is to start treatment as soon as possible so that clearness is much more evident in sandal season.
As with any condition, the sooner signs of a fungal nail infection are discovered and treatment started, the more quickly
and efficiently that results tend to be seen! Talk with us today about any concerns you might have. We’ll be happy to help!

